Since its first observation in electrical transport through a GaAs double quantum dot spin-blockade, or Pauli blockade, has been important for understanding and controlling the behaviour of artificial atoms [1] . Spin-blockade has enabled the effect of the nuclear spin environment to be probed, showing that nuclear spins are responsible for mixing between the electron spin states [2, 3] . Perhaps its biggest contribution is allowing read-out of the spin state of a double quantum dot in the singlet-triplet basis [4, 5] . In such experiments a charge sensor will typically monitor the response of the double quantum dot charge to an external voltage pulse, yielding an averaged or single shot measurement of the spin state [4, 6] . Spin-blockade has proved to be a generic tool for quantum dots made in materials other than GaAs, and most recently is of interest in silicon [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] or silicon germanium [12] [13] [14] , where a reduced nuclear spin environment leads to longer spin coherence times [15] . In addition it is possible to measure spin-blockade without a charge sensor and without direct electrical transport, by performing high-frequency capacitance measurements on the double quantum dot [16] . Removing the need for an external charge sensor makes such quantum capacitance or dispersive measurements attractive as it reduces the complexity of the gate architecture of the quantum dots. It also enables a double quantum dot to be interfaced with superconducting resonators [17] , a promising element for long-distance transfer of quantum information.
In this Letter, we demonstrate the in-situ dispersive measurement of spin-blockade in the corner states of a double-gated silicon nanowire FET [18, 19] (SiNWFET) and describe the magnetic field dependence of the high-frequency response of the system. A double quantum dot (DQD) arises as a result of electrostatics in the square channel transistor geometry [18, 20] . Each dot can be tuned independently by a separate top-gate electrode, one of which is connected to a resonant circuit and provides the dispersive MHz reflectometry readout. We confirm the presence of one quantum dot per corner state and observe the double quantum dot's few-electron limit and interdot charge transitions. The latter manifest as additional capacitance contribution, readily captured by the dispersive gate sensor. We use this to selectively readout the spin state of a singlet-triplet charge transition under finite magnetic field. Furthermore, we observe lifting of the blockade at higher magnetic fields due to anti-crossing triplet states. Our work shows a compact way to measure spin-blockade in a device processed using standard industrial fabrication, paving the way towards fully CMOS-compatible quantum computing architectures [21] . The device presented here is a fully depleted silicon-on-insulator (SOI) nanowire transistor [22, 23] . Fig.1(a) shows a cross-section of the transistor perpendicular to the transport direction. It consists of an undoped Si (001) channel of thickness t Si = 12 nm and width W = 100 nm on top of a 150 nm SiO 2 buried oxide (BOX). The underlying Si wafer serves as global back-gate. The channel is furthermore locally controlled by two face-to-face top-gate electrodes (length L = 60 nm), separated from the channel by 5 nm of SiO 2 ( Fig.1(a) and (b)) and at a distance of 70 nm from each other. The electrical isolation between them is provided by Si 3 N 4 spacers, which extend 40 nm towards source and drain to prevent dopant diffusion from the highly doped contacts into the channel during fabrication (see Fig.1(b) ).
Measurements are taken via DC transport, recording the source-drain current I sd , and via gate-based reflectometry readout [20, 24] , both carried out at the base temperature of a dilution refrigerator. A schematic of the reflectometry setup is shown in Fig.1(a) : Gate electrode G RF is coupled to a resonant LC circuit that consists of a surface mount inductor (L = 390 nH) and the device's parasitic capacitance to ground (C p 500 fF). The DC voltage V grf across G RF is provided via an on-board bias-tee. We apply an RF tone of power −88 dBm at the tank circuit's resonant frequency (f r = 1/(2π LC p ) 318 MHz).
Here, magnitude Γ and phase Φ of the reflected signal are sensitive to changes in the device admittance and ultimately arise from excess power dissipation and susceptance changes, respectively [20, [24] [25] [26] . In particular, the phase response ∆Φ relates to an effective change in capacitance of the system, ∆C, given by ∆Φ ≈ −πQ∆C/C p [26] . Here, Q is the quality factor of the resonator. We obtain Γ and Φ from IQ-demodulation, after the signal has been amplified at low and room temperature.
As displayed in Fig.1(a) , the channel has a square cross-section and the top-gates cover two channel sides (or parts thereof) each. The electric field exerted by the gate electrodes is strongest at the top-most corner of the channel, where two gate faces meet. Charge accumulation in SiNWFETs occurs therefore first under the top-most corners, due to this so called corner effect [27] . The corner states are furthermore confined in SD-direction by the large spacers, resulting in a quantum dot under each corner [18, 20] , tunnel coupled to source and drain, as well as to the other dot. We confirm the formation of the aforementioned double quantum dot in the DC transport measurement of Fig We turn now to the high-frequency response of the system. Fig.2(a) shows the dispersive measurement of the DQD's charge stability in the few-electron regime, obtained via gatebased RF detection where we plot the change in phase ∆Φ. Only electron transitions involving the dot QD RF under gate G RF are visible now (dark blue diagonal traces), since the resonant circuit is coupled strongly to QD RF via G RF and only weakly to the other dot QD DC . The signal corresponds to cyclic single-charge tunnelling between the source or drain and QD RF driven by the MHz tone applied to the resonator. In this case, the system can be modelled as inelastic charge transitions in a fast-driven two-level system [20, 25] , as shown in the top panel of Fig.2(b) . Electrons tunnelling out-of-phase with the RF-drive lead to an additional tunnelling capacitance contribution, which manifests as a phase change in the resonator's response. Besides simplifying the architecture, the advantage of this charge readout technique is that no direct transport is necessary, only the possibility to cyclically exchange electrons between a reservoir and the probed quantum 6 dot. As in the multi-electron regime of Fig.1(c) , we find very little cross-coupling between the gates (note the difference in x and y scales) and a similar voltage spacing ∆V grf . The kinks observable in QD RF 's transition lines indicate coupling to charge transitions separate from QD RF . We attribute this to QD DC , which in this low voltage regime seems to be disordered due to surface roughness [18] : The voltage spacing ∆V gdc has increased from the multi-electron regime and has become more irregular. Fig.2(c) shows a zoom into the region of one of the first transitions into QD DC . The line corresponding to the loading of an electron into QD RF (black arrow) is interjected by a ridge corresponding to interdot charge exchange. Yellow dashed lines furthermore approximate the position of lead-QD DC transitions. We attribute the presence of signal along the interdot ridge to a mechanism different to tunnelling capacitance described previously: Tunnel coupling t between QD RF and QD DC causes the DQD energy bands to hybridise with energies
as displayed in the lower panel of Fig.2 (b) as a function of detuning . For f r < t/h, there is no tunnelling capacitance since the charge remains in the ground state while the RF drive cycles it across the interdot line. However, an additional capacitance contribution now arises from the band curvature, the so called quantum capacitance [29, 30] 
where e is the charge of the electron and α the resonator-DQD coupling given by the gate lever arm [16] . C q 's capacitance contribution is maximum at = 0 and positive (negative) for the ground (excited) state. The capacitance change due to C q is picked up dispersively by the gate sensor (magenta arrow in Fig.2(c) ). This renders the interdot transition visible and makes it possible to not only probe the interaction of QD RF with a charge reservoir via tunneling capacitance, but also the hybridised double quantum dot with the compact dispersive gate-sensor. Note that we estimated electron occupation numbers in the form (QD DC , QD RF ) in Fig.2(c) . The absence of further transition kinks towards lower V gdc in Fig.2(a) indicates that we likely observe the first electrons into QD DC . For QD RF , although we have labelled the interdot transition (1,1) -(2,0) as a guide, the electron number corresponds to the valence occupancy. However, it becomes clear below that this transition is also amongst the last few electrons of QD RF .
We now turn to the investigation of spin-related effects in the DQD and in particular in the interdot transition of Fig.2(c) . In the following, we demonstrate that an even parity, spin-dependent transition. The reason for this becomes clear when we apply a magnetic field: Fig.3(b) shows the interdot transition in question at B = 2 T. We find that while the tunnelling capacitance signal of the lead-dot transitions remains unchanged, the interdot ridge vanishes with increasing magnetic field, as can be seen in Fig.3(c) . Here, we show traces across the interdot ridge at V gdc = 0.15 V for different magnetic fields. We attribute loss of interdot signal to Pauli spin-blockade between a joint singlet S(2, 0) and a separated triplet T (1, 1), as shown in Fig.3(a) . At zero magnetic field, the ground state of the system at zero detuning is singlet and the resonator is sensitive to its finite quantum capacitance as depicted in Fig.2(c) . For B = 0 however, the triplet state is Zeeman-split 8 into T 0 and T ± , with the latter spaced at ∆E = ±gµ B B from T 0 [31] . Here, g is the electron spin g-factor and µ B the Bohr magneton. When gµ B B > t, the T − (1, 1) state becomes the ground state at zero detuning. As a result interdot phase signal decreases, since T − (1, 1) is linear in , i.e. has no capacitive contribution due to its lack of band curvature (see Eq.1),
as observed in Fig.3(c) . We furthermore analyse the B = 0 T trace quantitatively by fitting it with the equation
obtained from Eq.
(1), the hybridised DQD energy branches and ∆Φ ∝ ∆C. The result is indicated by the dashed line in Fig.3(c) . Owing to the low cross-capacitance we use the lever arm α 0.29 found previously for the conversion between gate voltage and detuning energy [28] , and find a tunnel coupling t 80 µeV for the transition studied here. In total, the above results demonstrate that it is possible to read-out the spin state of individual electrons in our SiNWFET geometry, one of the essential ingredients to implement an interacting spin qubit in standard CMOS technology. The tunnel couplings are given by t s and t t for singlet and triplet anti-crossing, respectively.
Analogous to the T (1, 1) states, the (2, 0) triplets Zeeman-split into T 0 (2, 0), T + (2, 0) and T − (2, 0) and the T − branch becomes the DQD's ground state when gµ B B > ∆ vo . For simplicity we only show the singlet and T − branch in Fig.4(a) .
We have investigated this scenario in the measurement shown in Fig.4(b) , where we perform a magnetic field sweep across an even-parity transition lying further below in voltage V grf than the one studied in Fig.2(c) and Fig.3 . At low magnetic fields we observe in Fig.4 (b) the decrease in dispersive signal at V grf 482.7 mV, i.e. = 0, due to relaxation from singlet to triplet. With increasing field however, a second dispersive signal arises, shifted upwards in V grf , i.e. positive detuning. This represents the emerging of the triplet anti-crossing: Due to their newly acquired band curvature the T − states are now detectable by the dispersive gate sensor and can be distinguished from the singlet branch due to the detuning shift.
Further to the qualitative understanding presented so far, we now analyse the singlet-triplet data quantitatively. To this end, we plot in Fig.4 (c) traces ∆Φ(V grf ) for B = 0 T and 2 T, which correspond to the two scenarios of Fig.4(a) . At B = 0 T, the ground state is predominantly singlet, whereas at B = 2 T the triplet dominates. Fitting with Eq.(2), we find a singlet (triplet) tunnel coupling t s(t) 55 (40) µeV assuming, as previously, a lever arm α = 0.29. In order to fit the triplet data, we shift the detuning to t = − ∆ vo , which furthermore allows us to infer the valley-orbit (VO) splitting ∆ vo from the voltage difference ∆V vo between singlet and triplet lineshapes. Converting to energy via the lever arm, we obtain thus ∆ vo = 145 µeV. We confirm that the slanted nature of the corner dots, which face the (001), (010) crystal directions does not have a significant impact on the VO splitting since our results agree well with theoretical predictions for the valley splitting (0.1-0.3 meV) [35] and previously measured values in Si (0.1 meV) [32, 36] and SiGe QDs (0.12-0.27 meV) [37] .
In conclusion, we have reported the dispersive readout of the spin state of a silicon 
